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1. Introduction
Much information on the Internet is geographic in nature, or at least contains some locational properties. This is also true for other electronic resources which are created and shared among communities of
researchers and educators, for example datasets, methods, articles and so forth.
These locational properties may be subtle or obvious, and may refer to a variety of places in different
contexts. For example, a journal article might be written about place A, by people who work at place
B, and be downloaded at place C; a geocomputational method might be created for use in place X, by
people in place Y and used in Place Z. To begin, we can first divide these locational properties into two
groups:
●

Implicit Geography: has a map coordinate, we know where the information in the resource
refers to exactly.

●

Explicit Geography: has no coordinates, but contains place names or other semantic clues which
we can extract and geolocate to allow us to map the data we can extract from the resource.

Zong et al. (2005) discuss how the ability to perform query by location can be an important and useful addition to a digital library. They conclude that besides simple queries (which could be string based)
there are three benefits:
●

Providing the location information of events described by the library contents (documents);

●

Enabling a map based visualization of documents;

Mining spatial knowledge from documents or web pages containing both location and semantic concept information. For example, one may want to find the cluster of web pages related
to health care in Minnesota.

●

This paper considers (1) how to take a collection of text documents or other such resources and extract the implicit geographic locations within them and then (2) how to design and build a system
which allows an analyst to visualize, explore and discover new knowledge within the data set based on
these uncovered geographic relationships.

2.The Example Problem
A medical researcher may wish to keep abreast of developments in avian flu, she might want to be able
to visually explore the academic literature on avian flu, explore this temporally, spatially and by concept as well as combine these publications with other sources of data such as WHO outbreak reports
and news reports of outbreaks. If on investigating the documents the analyst discovers some interesting
new theory or hypothesis the system she is working with should allow her to explore the hypothesis in
greater depth possibly by pulling in more data from other sources, to share this discovery with others
and to present the theory to outsiders.

This paper reports on the results of applying the system developed by the authors to a set of 3600 articles related to Avian Flu extracted from the PubMed on line database and the ISI Web of Science
database. In each case the bibliographic data, title and abstract of the paper was downloaded and parsed
through the system. This provides a large and disparate collection of documents some of which concern
places and others which contain no geographic references at all.

3. Building the Dataset
To construct the dataset used for the development of the system a three step process was carried out,
which will be described in greater detail in the full paper:
1. Extract place names from text document using FactXtractor. FactXtractor is an information
extraction web service for Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Entity Relation Extraction
(RE) developed at PSU and available at http://julian.mine.nu/snedemo.html. FactXtractor processes a text document using GATE (Cunningham et al., 2002) and identifies entity relations using Stripped Dependency Tree kernels. These results are then returned to the client as an OWL
encoded ontology. The ontologies can be viewed using another of our tools—ConceptVista
(http://www.geovista.psu.edu/ConceptVISTA).
2. Disambiguate and geolocate place name. As each place name is extracted from the document
it is returned to the reader which then attempts to disambiguate it and geolocate the resulting
place. Disambiguation involves taking a bare place name like 'London' and determining which
of the 2683 places called London ( http://www.geonames.org/search?q=london) in the GeoNames gazetteer is the correct one. While there is much literature discussing methods and algorithms to carry out this process most assume either that the user has a pre-tagged corpus to train
a machine learning method on (Rauch et al., 2003), or that more information than simply London is available to help disambiguate the place name (Amitay et al., 2004). Further details of
this technique, and the problems arising are given below. However in the majority of the uses
envisaged for the current system the documents under consideration are either very short or
contain references to many unrelated places, for example a paper about Avian Flu may refer to
Hong Kong, Indonesia and Pennsylvania in the same short abstract if it is discussing the spread
of a virus type.
3. Store article and location in a spatial database to allow further analysis. Once the system
has determined a most likely location for each of the place names in the document, these locations are then stored in a PostGIS database along with any relevant data about the document itself. For instance in the Avian Flu system the authors, the title, abstract, date of publication,
journal name and volume are stored in the database to allow users to construct queries about
how places and journals or authors are related. While processing the abstracts the system also
extracts “keywords” or “tags” from the articles by selecting words (in fact their porter stems)
and choosing any word above a specified frequency as important. These keywords were also
stored in the database linked to the articles.
Once the service has built up a collection of papers with locations resolved for both the authors' addresses and the places mentioned in the text of the abstract the average user will wish to be able to
query the dataset to answer questions about the data. Initially a simple web based interface was constructed to facilitate simple queries. For many of the attributes of the papers stored in the data base a
“tag cloud” was constructed that a user could click on to find papers related to that concept, place or
author (see fig. 1). Each word is displayed at a size that is proportional to the number of papers in the
database that are related to the concept or place. A user can then drill down for more information by
following the links on the web page. As figure 2. shows after selecting a keyword (in this case “pig”)

the user is presented with a list of all papers that have been tagged with the word pig or pigs, and an
overview map that shows their locations.

Figure 1: The Tag Cloud for keywords, the larger a word the more papers are associated with it.

Figure 2: A list of papers relating to pigs.

Once a user has found a paper of interest they can again drill down to the paper and see (fig. 3) the
data from the database in more detail. Note that the map shows where the paper was written and which
places are mentioned in the abstract.

Figure 3: A view of a paper with location map.
Selecting one of the place links will bring back a list of papers either written at that location or about
that location allowing the user to explore research teams (this can also be done through cross-author
analysis by following the author links) and to find a group of papers about a particular area of interest.

4. Using Ontologies to Build Better Queries.
It is possible to look at the data stored with in the system as an ontology with which users can construct
semantic queries. Each location in the GeoNames database can be queried as an RDF object with semantic relationships to other locations such as it's parent, children and neighbours. This allows a user
that is interested in papers relating to Pennsylvania to widen their search to either neighbouring states
or to the whole of the United States by following a link in the ontology. Alternatively a query about
Asia can be narrowed to just some of the countries within Asia to reduce the number of papers returned by a broad search query.
Implicit linguistic knowledge can further be utilized and included within information retrieval by
utilizing various semantic lexicons for languages for example WordNet (Miller, G.A., 1995). Queries
can be made semantically richer by use of synonym and hyponym relationships which would allow discovery of similar concepts within retrieved information. Further, when the retrieved document space is
constrained, the linguistic domain can be expanded by utilizing hypernym and holonym relationships

potentially allowing greater information to be extracted. In addition, when the number of documents returned is huge the semantic range can be reduced by utilizing meronymy, thus restricting the information extracted. Figure 4 illustrates a sub set of the different query expansions that could be performed
on the keyword “chicken” by using WordNet dictionaries.
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Figure 4: Semantic range expansion/ restriction of a keyword (chicken) using various linguistic
relationships by use of the WordNet lexicon.

5. The Disambiguation Algorithm
Amitay et al. (2004) discuss how place names extracted from text documents can be disambiguated by
applying a series of heuristic rules which they use to determine the geographic focus of a text document
(in their case a web page). They define the two types of ambiguity that can occur in this sort of process
as geo/non-geo and geo/geo. A geo/non-geo ambiguity is one where a place name is also a person
(Washington) or is a common word (turkey), while a geo/geo ambiguity is where a place name occurs
for many distinct places in the world, e.g. London, UK and London, Ontario; Springfield – as in “The
Simpsons'” – is also a very popular choice, having been used as a place name in at least 25 US states.
In their Web-a-where system Amitay et al. (2004) initially built a dictionary of likely geographic and
non-geographic words from the geo/non-geo group of words from a corpus of documents and the number times a word was capitalized, implying it was a proper noun. Then they make use of the fact that
when several places are mentioned in a document they are most likely to be near each other to resolve
geo/geo ambiguities.
In the system described in this paper we found that the abstracts were too short and often about too
many places to be able to apply these and other more complex disambiguation algorithms. Therefore a
simpler heuristic was applied which was found to work well in most cases (see fig. 5). It works with the
GeoNames feature codes (http://www.geonames.org/export/codes.html) which are unique to each location.
Given two locations A and B:

Choose A if A is a Political Entity and B is not,
Choose B if B is a Political Entity and A is not,
Choose A if A is a Region and B is not,
Choose B if B is a Region and A is not,
Choose A if A is an Ocean and B is not,
Choose B if B is an Ocean and A is not,
Choose A if A is a Populated Place and B is not,
Choose B if B is a Populated Place and A is not,
Choose A if A's population is greater than B's,
Choose B if B's population is greater than A's,
Choose A if A is an Administrative Area and B is not,
Choose B if B is an Administrative Area and A is not,
Choose A if A is a Water Feature and B is not,
Choose B if B is a Water Feature and A is not,
Choose A.
Figure 5: The Disambiguation Algorithm
The reason for choosing A in the last line is that this makes the comparison stable if used in sort
functions; that is, if two places are “equal” they will remain in the same order in the list after sorting as
before. For a more specialized use of the system it might be useful to add some extra domain knowledge to this system to bias it towards feature types that are more likely to be mentioned in the particular
documents being processed. For example in a geological legend, or field report, one is likely to find
names of places where prototypical rock formations appear used as the names of rock categories, in
Avian Flu documents, one is likely to find references to different kinds of birds (e.g. turkeys).
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